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Micro Digital Controller
for addressable LED strip 
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long distance,

Micro Digital Controller features:

RF Remote control, long distance, mini size, simple wire connection and
very easy to use.

Supports almost all one wire or two wire LED-DRIVER-IC, can be customized.

Up to 2048 pixels with 300 patterns.

Adjustable brightness.

User setting save function.

Compatible with single line or double line chips.

Preventing reverse connection of power supply.
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Testing

Matching
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Catching

Continuously pressing the AUTO button 5 times until LED is off, release the AUTO button into the mode of switch
in red, green, blue, yellow, purple, cyan and white, which can test the LED

Continuously pressing the MATCH button 5 times until the LED flash quickly in white to match the remote with the receiving
controller. Pressing MATCH button 5 times until the LED flash slowly in white to un-match.

The RGB keys may not match the LED. They can be reordered by continously pressing the SETTING button 5 times
until the LED flash in white once and then turns them all white. Pressing the R button until LED is RED, the G button
until all LED are GREEN, and the B button until all LED are Blue. Press SETTING once to confirm.

The factory default setting of the number of controlled pixels is 600. Continuously pressing the SETTING button until
the LED flash once and turn white, pressing MODE+ to add pixels or MODE- to decrease. Each ‘press’ is 60 pixels. Press
SETTING to confirm. Can be regulated up to 2048 pixels. The minimum number is 300.

When in AUTO mode, pressing the setting button once and then the MATCH button once will ‘catch’ the
current pattern to stay and operate circularly.

Operating:

Receiving Controller:
Can be customized to support almost every kind of one-wire or two-wire LED-DRIVER-IC:

The receiver controller working voltage 5V-12V

Caution: Please make sure the power supply voltage matches your controller BEFORE you power it.


